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The -importanceof a valid way of measuring teaching effectivenesS
is obvious. The performance test approach describedin the previous paper.
by W. James Popham has much appeal because of its face validity -- effective-
ness is measured -byechangesin student.behavior.,OpOmum use of performance
tests of teaching effectiveness as:criteria .and,dependent variables, however,
requires much more informatjon,then presently exists about the psychometric
characteristics of these measures. The purpose of this paper is to describe
the results of three. investigations designed to get some information on such
characteristics.
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STUDY 1

282 Students and 34 student teachers in an urban school partici-,

pated. Students were in grades 4, 5 and 6. 45% Of the students were black,

represented Spanish and other nonblack minority groupi.

Instructional MateriAls,.

Three lessons were employed-. Their titles and the statement of

the instructional task as given to the teacher follow:

Light Rays. Given a diagram condning parallel light
rays, air,:and :glass, the student will
indicate whether the light rays will tend
to converge or tend to spread apart by
circling the correct term.

Adjectives. Given sentences containing an underlined

i .1. 2i adjective, the pupil will designaTe which

,i -.1ir, , ,,-,17. L.111 fl ! sPntnces,colltgini5Pecif-iGA4P-§'bY...
; T .

circling a. le.Lier :S placed before the
-1.

Folkways. (short. lesson):_... When pr;cnted with a list
of folkways, the pupil will be able to
desisnate which ,falkways are mores and
which are not.

Folkways (long lesson). When presented with a list
of folkways, the pupil will be able to
designate which folkways are mores and
which are not, and which are primary
and which are secondary.

instruments.

A cognitive and an affective criterion test was constructed for
each lesson, The cognitive criterion test consisted of. items -conaistent
with the. instructional Objective and 'similar to the sample questions pro-
videc thestudent teacher. The affective tests for the two Folkways lesson
were identical and differed from .the affective- test -for the other two lesSons
only in the reference` to the name ofine-lessen '_The affective tests solicited

student'sutipinionalvoiTh:tlie leSsoiv:andAb)of the teacherThasd!two
types_ of OueStiohs_were:combinedJtitol-a:Atita1-,sdore When..two_sapa0abaAactors
failed to appear.

A number Of-"contro `measures were also avaTlabliWie Tricluded
a -test of liking for school.(eA.,..Do:yeuTike-ttaYing -home-and watching
T.V.better.than:going.to-school?)-,-a -general vocabulary test, and separate
measuresJoreachiessondesignedTto measure- skills related distinct-

from, the cognitive skills to be taught. Also available -for eachslhild was
hitsex,Arade-level,---TaCe,-,-and_a.sehoor-rating.ofAeneral.abilityexptessed
an a 3pint seals.
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Design

The variables were: Time for instruction (15 minutes); Class size
(4-6 pupils, 9-14 pupils)`; Trial i.e., attempt at teaching a minilesson
(1, 2, 3); and minilesson (light rays, adjectives, folkways short, folkways
long). No child was taught the same lesson twice nor (in Study 1) did the
student teacher teach the same lesson twice. The teacher taught the same
childr.en for the first two trials and a different group of children for a
third 'trial. Assignment of student to group was supposedly on a stratified
random'basis (grade and academic level rating the stratifying variables).

Calculation of Teaching Effectiveness Measure

The adjusted mean scores of students being taught a lesson (by a
student teacher) on the affective and cognitive criterion tests were the
teaching effectiveness scores for that teacher. The mean scores were adjusted
(using analysis of covariance) for initial differences on control measures and
for the unreliability of the control measures. Based on preliminary multiple
regression analyses in which the control measures were used to .predict the
criterion measures, only one to three control measures were used to adjust
any one of the criterion measures. These effectiveness measures were standardized
to a mean of 50 and standard deviation of 10.

.11

Results

A. C erion Test Reliabilities'and Multiple R with Predictors'

Cognitive affective

Lesson KR20 R KR20 R

Light Rays -.47 .5 :.20

Adjectives .41 .45 .54 .15

Folkways (Short) .72 .35
.71 .28

FolkWaySALong) .56 .56

Since a teacher's effectiveness score was the mean score op. the test
of students being taught by him, the functioning reliability of the dependent
variable is higher than the values shown. This is becausg group'mgahs are,
in general, more reliable than an individual's score.

The low values of R suggest that the control measures w rei`unsuccessful-
in equating pupil differences existing prior to the insturction.

B. .TestRetest Teache '7ffectiveness ,Reliability Data

Since teachers taught more than one lesson and since students were
taught more than'once, it was.possible to-correlate. effectiveness scores over
trials. Specifically, the (a) row in the table belcm,indicates. that a teacher
effectiveness score on the cognitive criterion-when she taught. one. lesson was
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essentially uncorrelated (.02) with her corresponding score based on another
mini lesson taught by her to the same group. Although 24 paired observations
Wereinvolved in the calculations, correlations were computed separately for
each,pair of mini lessons and, consequently, the degrees of freedom associated
withhihe mean r of .02 is only 18.

h ;1

2::

Cognitive
Criterion. Tests,

df

Affective.

Criterion tests.,-c

N

(a) Both lessons taught to the
SAME pupils (same teachers)

(b), Both lessons taught to
DIFFERENT pupilsAsame
teachers)

both;lesSens'tlightito the
SAME pupils (different

teachers)

24 18 .02

8 28 -.03

23

24 18. .34

42 32 .31

35 25. -.20

:

The correlations in row (a) were predicted to be the highest; those

in row (c) the lowest. The value of .34 in row (a) and more especially in row
(c) differences in pupil ability prior to instruction were not cultroile0. The

value of .02, however, i.perplexin9.

C. Analysis by Teaching Trial

The mean effectiveness scores analyzed by trial are shown in the 1.able
,

below: Data-are for the 21 teachers .. who taught all three minilessons.

Trial

Cognitive
C Mean S.

Affective:.

N Mean S.D.

First

Secon

Third

21 -50.4 11.5

21 52.6.' :7,9

21 -48.9 8.5

-21. . 50.6

21 119.13 11.6
ri

,

*Students in two groups were not administered control tests for the'cognitive

criterion test so:adjusted teathing effective scores could not be computed.

Teaching trial had a negligible effect in this study.

D. Analysis by Length of Teaching Time

a
The -design permittediacomperison,between effectiveness scores when

teachers were given a short-tinia. to teach,(15-minutes) nd scores when they

were given 'a-longer teachinvtime (30,minuta01 ,in.ce a different criterion
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test was employed
short-time/long-time
Results are

Lesson

for the Folkways lesson under
comparison is possible only

below.

Cog nitive Criterion

the two time conditions, the
for the other two lessons.

Affective Criterion

N

Short
Mean S.D.

Longer
Mean S.D.

Short
Mean S.0 I

Longer
Meal S.D.

Light Rays

Adjectives

10

21

47.6

50.1

6.9

10.2

17

8

51.4 11.3

50.0 9.4

10

21

47.6

49.7

11.4

10.5

17 51.5 8.8

50.9 8.3

Total 31 49.3 9._ 25 51.0 10.7 49.0 10.9 25 51.3 8.6

The extra teaching time did not result in increased effectiveness
scores of teachers for the adjectives lesson. There was about .4 of a standard
deviation difference on the light rays lesson. This difference was not statisti
cally significant.

E. Analysis by "Class" Size

The-design permittecra comparison between effectiveness scores when
teachers taught larger groups (usually 8 -12) and scores when teachers taught
sMaljer_groups: (usually' 4 -6) -. -Results are shown below.

Lesson

Cognitive Criterion Affective Criterion

N

Small Class
Mean S. N

Larger Class
Mean S.D. N

Small Class
Mean S.D. N

Lar9er Class
Mean S.D.

Liaht Rays

Adjectives

Folkways

13

14

10

45.8

46.9

49.2

5.9

11.9

12.1

14

15

11

53.9

53.0

50.8

11.4

6.6

7.6

13

14

11

49.9

51.0

53.9

11.4

8.1

9.1

i4

,.15

12

50.1

49.0

462

8.5

113

9.3

Total 7 47.1 10.4 40 52.7 8.9 38 51.5 9.8 41 48.6 10.0

The larger class size was associated with higher performance on the
cognitive tests (about one-half of a standard deviation), but with figomewhat
lower ratings on the affective scales. For all lessons combined, the difference
of 5.6 points on the cognitive criterion was significant (p<.05) ; the corres-
ponding difference of -2.9 points on the affective criterion measure was not
significant.

Analysis Familiarity with. Con tent

M,inilesson instructors were given the following question: "Pretend
you were gi'ven,'64'atest, 4tems like the sample test items: but we're 'ncit allowed
to read_the explahatery material. How well do you think you would do 'en such a
test? (a) Poorly. have to guess- at items. (b) I would know_
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So- and n'ss some. (a: ':tell.. I was familiar enough with the ideas ahead

ofeteme that 1,would probably have answered virtually all the items correctly."

The data in the table below do NOT 'support the hypothesis that'

instructors who rate themselves as knowledgeable about the content they teach

will have higher effectiveness scores than instructors who do not rate them-

selves as high.

would do POORLY

(b) would do O.K.

would do WELL

Cognitive Criterion Affective Criterion

N Mean S.D. N lean S.C.

50.4 9.5

50.1 9.8

27 48.4

32* 51.4

50.1 19 49.1 10.9

*Student in two groups were net.administered control tests for the cognitive
.

criteei on test so adjuste teaching effectivenass scores could not be 'calcu-

lated.

G. Analysis of Effect of Instruction on CONTROL Test Performance

.2 All control tests were administered to students after they had

Aristructfon. This was done for administretive convenience, as students only

had to be tested in one sitting (for each minklesson). However, this can be

a "dannerous" practice, because the instruction might change the test- 'perfor-

mance and the very effects one wants to measure might be "controlled away."

To see if control test performance was influenced by instruction, 4 or 5

' ttudents-frarveach of 9 classrooms were given two control tests prior to

any instruction. The two tests chosen were the control test an attitudes

'"fliawai-d Schoel and the control test for the folkways lesson the control

test asking students which of a number of practices were laws'and which were

not laws Results` are, shown, below.

Time of Testing

Before instruction

After Instruction.

Attitude Control Test
N Mean

Folkway Control Test
N Mean S.D. *'

19* 7.95
.97

19* 5.95

*Of the difference scores.
**There are fewer cases here beceese only half of the stUdents faking this

control test prior to instruction were taught the folkway minilesson

The differences are of statistical and practical significance.

Although these two. control tests were the ones judged most susceptible to

the effect being studied, and although the change of scores does not mean

that the several teachers would -be affected differentially, the results do

rdi ''itiggest that caution be exercised if this tactic of adMinistrative convenience.
Kit'j.to be u

ogy
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STUDY 2

155 Students and 18 student teachers:n an urban school. 144 students

were in grade 3; 1 in grade 2. 34% Of the students were Black, 18% represented
Spanish and other nonblack minority groups.

Irztructional Materials

iwo "minilessons" were employed. The titles and the statement of the
instructional task as given to the teachers follow.

Decoding. Given a list of "" words'" containing symbols

that have a sound and symbols that do not
have a sound, the children will be able to
circle the "words" which have'a SHORT sound.
(Using nonsense symbols, the task was-similar
to that for determining- long-and'short vowel
sounds in printed words that follow conso-
nant- vowel - consonant and consonant-vowel

patterns.)

Rhythms.. Given an orally presented sentence or verse having
either an iambic or dactylic rhythm, the children
will be able to distinguish between the meters by
circling a picture of either a balloon or a bumble-
bee.

Instruments

A cognitive and an affective criterion test was constructed for each
lesson. The cognitive criterion test consisted of items consistent with the
instructional objective and similar to the sample questions provided the stu-
dent teacher. The affective tests for the two lessons were identical except
when referencing the name of the lesson. The affective tests solicited each
student's opinion (a) of the lesson and (b) of the teacher. These two types

of questions were combined into a total score when two separate factors failed
to appear.

"Control" measures were also available. These included a test of
liking for school (e.g., Do you like staying at home and watching T.V. better
than going to school?), and separate measures for each lesson designed to
measure skills related to, but distinct from, the cognitive skill being

taught. Also available for each child was his sex, race, and a 3-point
rating of general ability made by school personnel.

The plan was for each teacher to teach three times - one lesson

ice and the other lesson once. Further, eachteacher was to teach the

ame group twice and another group once. Only 12 of the 18 teachers com-

pleted 411 three lessons.

Assignment of tudents to groups was on a ati d random basis



with academic level rating the stratifyihg variable. Group size was limited

to 6, with the students in any one group Goming from different homerooms.

KeWconi t-an was instructional time .(1 5 minutes).

Calculati n of Teaching Effectiveness: Measu es

The same procedure as employed in Study 1 was used. This involved

computing the mean score of studeni:s !it J group'on the criterion Measures and
,adjustingthesemeans for initial group Aiffrenceson,c.he "control" Measures.

Resu

A.

Lesson

Decoding

Rhythms

ion Test RaliabiliC
: -

and tiultlPle R with Predictors

Cogn dive Affective
KR 20 Tr

76 -50 It
.18 .46 .43 ,18

e test_rellab.lities are barely satisfactory and the multiple
opricelations predfiCting the affective criteria are unsatisfactory. The multiple
correlations predicting the cognitive criteria are Surprisingly high given the
KR20 values of the dependent variables.

B. Test-Retest Teacher Effectiveness Reliability

:Docause,of the dpsjgn. used,, it wasj,assi'ble to correlate effectiveness
scores unde,q4thignditions. -7. When the teacher taught the same less06, both
qmes 1:tottifferentgroppsof students, of course) ; whendifferentIeSsens were

d:p4,teughtdthii two times, but the,same.group of students were-used-;:and finally
;,f)flowhen dilfeirent 1esons and 4ifflexeritudepts were invovedln:thetWo''teaching

%-The xplu,,,eiations-shcvnipelov.ereciotually means of SeVerartefrrelations
each computed on a sMall--number)offtolcher having simi'!-ar teadhP4'expiriences.
For example, nsepara-ce,corrLliation was- computed for the three ',earePRi'ris-Who

441ght-the decpdipariesson .POth times their fist and second teaching-attempts -.

Cognitive
:!Critecion Tilsts

Affect

te riaR, -Tests-
N df df 'r

SaMe lesson, different students

,00!ferent. lessons, same stOdents

_,091ifferent 1- OP ferent studen6,

12

12

12

v 7.21

.71

11*

12

1*-

5

6

.26

ilc
*In one group of students, the control, affective measure was not administered,
and thus teaching effectiveness- .scoreokilIcl:not -ba:coryppteA.



C. Analysis by Teaching Trial

The (ata are based on the 12 teachers who taught the two min lessons
a total of three times. One teacher whose group did not take a "control" test
in the affective area was excluded.

A teacher's irst trial
A teacher's second trial
A teacher's third trial

The 1st time a teacher
taught a minilesson -

The 2nd time the teacher
taught the SAME mini-

,lesson

1st tune a group of
students taught

2nd time the same
group of students
taught

Cognitive Affective
Criterion Tests

-.-Mean S.D.

11 93.6 9.1
11 '54,5 7,9

11 50.82 9.1

11

11 55.3 7.6

1

The experience of previously teaching the'Same'minilestbn'on the
samegroup..is assodiated-with'higher effectiveness scores on the cognitive
measdreS':, Familiarity with the students was associated with' lower ratings
on affeCtive-criteriOn, an observation noted pre0buSlY-by JohnMcNei0
Although suggestive, none of the differences is statiSiiCilly ignIfiant at
p <.05 two-tailed.

Analysis by Familiarity of Content

As was done in Study 1, instructors were asked how well they would
do on the posttest type of questions if they had not been given background
information about the subject. On the decoding lesson, the posttest consists
of "words" which use "nonsense" type symbols, and all teachers would have to
guess on such questions if the arbitrary key was not given.
RESULTS FOR RHYTHM

Cognitive AffectiveTEST ONLY
Criterion Test Criterion Test

N Mean S.D. N Mean S.D.

Would do poorly 1 58.0

b) Would do O.K. 6 47.5 :5.4

Would do well 6 50.7 10.5

67.0

6 47.2 10.55

6 48.8 6.84

Note--- scores reported-above do not have means and --S.D.s of 5T-and-10 because
the n rUctor's.secOhd trial, results-. are not shown.

-7AgainYthese_ratiogs- -do-nol-seem- particularly.
-effectiveness score.,
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STUDY 3

Subjects's--

A convenience sample of 58 teachers from Long Beach, California

and Hawaii. Students were elementary-aged children;

Instructional Materials and Ins7- umen

The light rays, folkways (long), rhythms, and decoding lessons
and criterion .tests (see studieS1 and 2 above) we Used. In many cases,

control tests were not administered.

Design

No planned design was Followed. In a few cases, teachers taught

more than one minilesson with relatively little confounding between order
and minIlesson.4 Data are reported only for teachers instructing with more than

one minilesson. Class sizes ranged from four to six with the vast majority

of them being six in number. The method by which students were assigned to

teachers is not known.

Oa cula .of :Teaching Effectirveness Measures

Wherv,contrel test data were available and,, orrelated at least ,..15

.
with criterion .tests, mean class-scores were adjusted'in accordance with. the
procedures deseribed for Study 1.

Results

A. Test-Retest Teacher Effectiveness Reliability

2 .

.Criterion Tests
.N d.f. :'r

13 9 .05

Affective
Criterion Tests*

is d.f=

12 8 -.22

'*Effectiveness scores net adjusted.

4The standard scores reported do ebt have a mean of 50 (and S.Cr.10) bdeAuse

the.subsample on which multiple minilesson data were available is not exactly

representative -o e total sam le. of'which thestandardilation of scores were

based
t!)



Trial

First

Second

10.

Analysis by Teaching Trial

.Cognitive

Criterion Tests Criterion Tests
Mean S.D. H Mean S.D.

Affective

13 47.3 8.2

3 43.3 10.5

cognitive The tendency found in Study 2 of improved effectiveness scores on
the/criterion measures with practice was evident here also (t

16
e2.62,

.01<p.02).

*

OOHCLUDING THOUGHTS

To most teaching performance test advocates, the most disturbing
results reported in these studies are the erratic and low test-retest reli-
abilities. Although one reviewer of previous data on this question concluded
that results from

5
such studies were not inconsistent with a hypothesis of

zero reliability,- more encouraging findings were reported in one of the
larger, better designed studies.6

Why the low reliabilities? Several possible answers come to mind.

Reason: The performance test results may be reflecting the true
state of affairs; teaching is not a generalizable act. Reply: It is true
that like happiness, anxiety and other traits that vary over occasions, it
is no doubt the case that a teacher's "real" effectiveness varies with the
situation. Nevertheless, one could have hoped to obtain a more interpretable
pattern of correlations in which reliabilities would be highest when the situ-
ations (e.g., minilesson being taught, student group involved) were most
similar.

Reason: The abilities and attitudes of the learners are what really
make the difference--the teacher's input accounts for a negligible amount of
the variance. Reply: We obviously were not able to control adequately the
pretreatment individual differences variables, but even when the same studen
were involved in the test-retest correlations, results were erratic.

Reason: The conduct of the investigation during the data gathering
ph ses was faulty. Reply: There is a risk involved whee a study is being
carried out 2,600 miles away from the principal investigatcr. Except for
study 3 which was never intended to be a controlled investigation, to the
best of my knowledge the data were collected in accordance with the planned
design.

5Glass, Gene V. Statistical and measurement problems_i implementing th
Stull Act. Stanford, California. Stanford Universi y Invitational Con-
ference on the Stull Act, 1972.

6
Belgard, 4., _a Pages 182-209-in Uestbury and Gel lack (Eds Research,._ __. .

into classroom processes: recent developments and next steps. New York:_._

-Teachers-Colleee-Press.---1971-. - --7-77--- --1.----



Reason: The analysis lacked power in the statistical sense of

the word. Reply: Clearly the erratic results are due in large measure
to the few teachers .involved in most tomparisons. For example,. the 95%

confidence interval for a correlation of 0 computed on 8 teachers exceeds
+ .60.

Reason: The control and criterion instruments were not that
reliable. Reply: It may be that with more reliable measures utilizing
more items collected on larger students groups after longer instructional
sessions that the teaching performance tests will be a more reliable Indi-
cator of teaching effectiveness.

-Clearly- moredefinitive -work is peeded.on teachirig performance
it -is 'W.this -end' that. my futu 6 empirical-work is- directed.


